Non-Invasive Diagnostic Tool for Pathological Conditions: Salivary Biomarkers
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ABSTRACT
Positive correlation between various parameters of serum and saliva besides ease of collection make saliva a reliable diagnostic tool. The fact that saliva is advantageous over serum enabled many researchers to develop saliva based technology to detect the transition between health and diseases. The present review summarizes different components of saliva, their functions in maintaining oral health and transfer of bio molecules from blood to saliva. This article also highlights the diagnostic potential of saliva for its use in detection of various systemic diseases like auto immune disorders, malignant and infectious diseases, monitoring of various drugs and hormones, illicit drug use and also for forensic evidences etc. Besides it also provides a brief over view of the diagnostic molecular targets in saliva, the salivary proteome and transcriptome as well as the new measuring technologies for the rapid analysis of salivary secretion. Undoubtedly, the diagnostic uses of saliva will continue to grow in ways that would have been hard to imagine just a few years ago.
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INTRODUCTION
Saliva is a clinically informative biological fluid, and interest in it as a diagnostic medium has increased over the past decade as it contains a spectrum of proteins and peptides, nucleic acids, electrolytes, and hormones that originate from multiple local and systemic sources. Bio molecules that are circulating in blood are also found in human saliva. However, the diagnostic potential of saliva has been hindered by our lack of understanding of the mechanisms by which bio molecules are released into oral fluid, combined with the lack of high sensitivity detection systems. In addition, the diurnal and circadian variations of certain bio molecules present in saliva do not always reliably match those in serum. Eventually, there are analytical challenges as saliva contains analytesin concentrations that are 1000-folds less than those in blood.

Biochemically saliva is a clear liquid with an average protein concentration of 1.5-2 mg/mL. Collection of saliva is a simple and non-invasive technique. It may be collected repeatedly without discomfort to the patient and by individuals with limited training. Unlike blood, where either centrifugation or filtration is applied to remove blood cells to obtain either serum or plasma, saliva does not require pre-processing. Since collection of salivary fluid is associated with fewer compliance problems as compared to blood, diagnosis of disease via the analysis of saliva is potentially valuable for pediatric and geriatric patients. In addition, unlike blood tests, there is a minimal and/or no risk of contracting infectious agents such as HIV, Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C etc. Further, analysis of saliva may provide a cost effective approach for the screening of large populations of drugs. As saliva found to be advantageous over blood it is important to explore human saliva as a possible diagnostic tool.
SALIVA PHYSIOLOGY
Saliva is the mixed product of three major salivary glands (parotid, sub mandibular, and sub lingual) and minor salivary glands located throughout the oral cavity.[5] Each day, the human salivary glands produce almost 600 mL of serous and mucinous saliva containing 98% of water, the remaining 2% is made up of important compounds such as minerals, electrolytes, buffers, enzymes, enzyme inhibitors, growth factors and cytokines, immunoglobulins (e.g., secretary immune globulin A, (sIgA)), mucins and glycoproteins.[6]Table No. 1 gives the comprehensive detail of various salivary components and their functions with mode of action in the oral cavity.[1, 3, 7, 8, 9]

Every type of salivary gland produces a typical secretion. The parotid glands produce serous fluids, the submandibular glands produce seromucous secretion, and the sublingual glands secrete mucous saliva.[10]

Saliva can be considered as gland-specific saliva and whole saliva. Evaluation of the secretions from the individual salivary glands is primarily useful for the detection of gland-specific pathology, i.e., infection and obstruction. However, whole saliva is most frequently studied when salivary analysis is used for the evaluation of systemic disorders.[11]

Saliva can be collected with or without stimulation. Stimulated saliva is collected by masticatory action (i.e., from a subject chewing on paraffin) or by gustatory stimulation (i.e., application of citric acid on the subject's tongue).[12] Stimulation obviously affects the quantity of saliva, the concentrations of some constituents and the pH of the fluid. Unstimulated saliva is collected without exogenous gustatory, masticatory, or mechanical stimulation. The flow rate of un-stimulated saliva is affected by the degree of hydration, olfactory stimulation, exposure to light, body positioning, and seasonal and diurnal factors.

Whole saliva can be collected by the draining method, in which saliva is allowed to drip off the lower lip, and the splitting method, in which the subjects expectorates saliva into a test tube.[13]

TRANSFER OF BIOMOLECLES FROM BLOOD TO SALIVA
There are several ways by which serum constituents that are not part of the normal salivary constituents like drugs, drug by-products and hormones can reach saliva. Both intra and extracellular pathways enable molecules to be transported from blood to saliva. The most common intracellular route is passive diffusion by which lipophilic molecules such as steroid hormones enter saliva, although active transport of proteins via ligand-receptor binding had also been reported,[14] while ultrafiltration through the tight junctions between the cells of secretory units (intercellular nexus) is the most common extracellular route.[15, 16] In addition ultrafiltration also occurs through the spaces between the acinus and ductal cells. The molecules must be relatively small in order to follow this type of transportation into saliva.

In contrast a serum molecule reaching saliva by diffusion must cross 5 barriers: the capillary wall; the interstitial space; the basal cell membrane of the acinus cell or duct cell; the cytoplasm of the acinus or duct cell and the luminal cell membrane.[17] The ability of a molecule to diffuse passively through cell membranes depends partly on its size and partly on the electric charge that it carries. It will be harder for a polar molecule, or a charged ion in a solution to pass through the phospholipid membrane. In addition molecules are transported into saliva through transudation of plasma compounds into the oral cavity, either from cervical fluid or directly from oral mucosa.[18]

SALIVA AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

Sjogren's syndrome: It is a chronic, autoimmune disorder characterized by salivary and lacrimal gland dysfunction.[19] It can be diagnosed by procedures like sialography, salivary scintigraphy, biopsies and serological tests.[20] As these tests are invasive and expensive, minor salivary gland biopsy is the accepted procedure.[19] A predominant inflammatory infiltrate composed of CD4 lymphocytes is found, together with lowered rest and stimulated salivary flow rates.[19] Many investigators have found that there are raised concentrations of sodium, chloride, IgA, IgG, lactoferrin, albumin, α2macroglobulin, cystatin C and S, lipids and inflammatory mediators such as prostaglandin E2, thromboxane B2 and interleukin-6. IgA, IgG and IgM auto antibodies can also be detected in the saliva.[21, 22] Levels of amylase, carbonic anhydrase and phosphate decrease in saliva but levels of calcium and potassium are usually normal. Salivary kallikrein is also associated with Sjogren’s syndrome. Any changes in the levels of SS-anti La antibodies in saliva can be useful in diagnosis of Sjogren’s syndrome as well as in control of its progression. Furthermore, these changes are better
detected in un-stimulated whole saliva, as it is more sensitive than the stimulated whole saliva.\[6, 16, 21, 23, 24, 25\]

Alzheimer’s disease (AD): It has been postulated that degeneration of cholinergic neurons in the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease is associated with decreased levels of ACh. In assessing central cholinergic function, most studies have examined cerebrospinal fluid obtained by lumbar puncture.\[26\] However recent studies found that in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), salivary AChE activity may prove to be a useful marker of AD-associated changes in central cholinergic activity and the responsiveness of patients to the treatment with AChE inhibitors.\[26\]

Cystic Fibrosis: Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a genetically transmitted disease of children and young adults. CF affects all of the exocrine glands to varying degrees which include elevation in calcium and proteins especially apparent in the submandibular, sublingual and minor salivary glands.\[27\] Most studies agree that the saliva of CF patients contains increased calcium (resulting in insoluble calcium–protein complexes) which causes turbidity of saliva.\[28, 29, 30, 31\] Elevated phosphate levels that could explain a higher occurrence of calculus\[32\] and more neutral lipids, phospholipids and glycolipids, as a consequence for the altered physico–chemical properties of saliva.\[33\] In addition there are elevated levels of urea, uric acid, and total protein, especially in submandibular saliva.\[28\] The salivary concentrations of sodium, phosphate, chloride, lipid, epidermal growth factor and prostaglandin E2 also increases which are believed to play an important role in protection against dental decay.\[3, 21, 34\]

Cardiovascular Diseases: The presence of C-reactive protein (CRP) molecules in saliva provides an opportunity for the development of non-invasive assessments of cardiovascular diseases risk factors\[35, 36\]. However, salivary CRP reference ranges and their correlation with serum concentrations have not yet been investigated in detail. Markers in saliva, such as amylase may be useful in postoperative follow up among patients undergoing cardiovascular surgery. Low levels of salivary amylase in pre-operative stage of patients with aorta aneurism, is associated with an increase in mortality.\[37\] Furthermore a direct relationship was established between raised levels of α amylase and heart rate which increases under stress.\[6, 21, 22, 38\]

Oral cancer: Oral cancer can develop in any part of the oral cavity or oropharynx. During oral cancer metastasis, squamous cells travel through the lymphatic system and appear first in the nearby lymph nodes in the neck and then they spread to the neck, lungs, and other parts of the body. Currently, there are no clinically validated salivary biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of oral cancer.\[39\]

However, recent studies have documented differentially expressed proteins in saliva of oral cancer patients compared to healthy controls which include tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin-1 (IL-1), IL-6, IL-8, tissue polypeptide antigen and cancer antigen 125.\[39\] p53 antibody and elevated levels of salivary defensin-1 can also be detected in the saliva of patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma. The level of the carcino embryonic antigen (CEA) in saliva in the presence of oral malignancies is increased. The level of human α defensin -1 (HNP–1), a protein not detected in healthy people, is reduced in patients after the surgical removal of tumour.\[40\]

Breast cancer: Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2/c-erbB-2) and cancer antigen 15–3 are the most reliable markers of disease prognosis in saliva of breast cancer patients. Soluble HER2 receptors have also been detected in saliva. A saliva test is not meant to replace breast cancer screening tests, such as mammography and physician-performed clinical breast exams.\[40\] However, if proven beneficial, a saliva test could be a valuable supplement to these established screening methods, or could be used as a follow-up test if a screening mammogram detects a breast abnormality. In addition to detecting breast cancers, the HER2 saliva test may be used as a companion diagnostic tool to determine treatment efficiency in breast cancer patients.\[1\]

Infectious diseases

Viral Diseases: saliva was found to be a useful alternative to serum for the diagnosis of viral hepatitis. IgM antibodies in saliva are used for the diagnosis of acute hepatitis A (HAV) and hepatitis B (HBV), whereas the presence of IgA in neonates is an excellent marker for rota virus infection.\[5\] Saliva may also be used for determining immunization and detecting infection with measles, mumps and rubella.\[41, 42, 43\] Detection of Human papilloma virus 8 (HPV 8) by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in saliva or nasal fluids is used as proof of the non–sexual
transmission of virus. A newer PCR method is used to diagnose lymph tropic viruses such as Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), Cytomegalovirus (CMV) and HPV and also for the diagnosis of human form of rabies.

**Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV):** Studies have demonstrated that the diagnosis of infection with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) based on specific antibody in saliva is equivalent to serum in accuracy, and therefore applicable for both clinical use and epidemiological surveillance.

Creating antibodies directly for the viral protein epitopes together with the development of techniques ambling detection of these proteins has made testing for HIV infection easier. Direct detection and identification of the presence of virus in saliva using the PCR method is gradually becoming the standard method. Acute infection, congenital infection and reactivations of infection are diagnosed by the presence of HIV virus antibodies and viral components in the saliva.

**Bacterial Infections:** There are over 500 bacteria present in the oral cavity, most of which are non-pathogenic and are in symbiosis with other bacteria. Although healthy bacteria cannot be detected in oral fluid, it contains markers for pathogens like *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* and *Helicobacter pylori*. The presence of antibodies to other infectious organisms such as *Borreliaburdogferi*, *Shigella* or *Teniasolium* can also be detected through the saliva.

**Graft-versus-Host Disease:** Graft-versus-host disease is associated with destruction of the salivary gland tissues, resulting in decreased salivary flow rate. Hypo salivation can be induced by the accompanying irradiation or chemotherapy, however if it increases 100 days after the transplantation, it may be indicative for a graft-versus-host disease. This disease is mainly associated with increased sodium and lysozyme and decreased phosphate and s-IgA concentrations in saliva.

**Diabetes Mellitus:** Because of the large diabetic population, combined with the current epidemic of Type 2 diabetes, an oral test to monitor blood glucose would be highly desirable. A decreased salivary flow rate in diabetes mellitus patients is due to the stimulation of salivation by insulin and also due to the medications that they use. Patients with diabetes mellitus express higher levels of amylase and secretory IgA in whole saliva constituents. In kidney dysfunction: Hyposalivation, changes in taste, ammonium smelling breath and oral mucosal pain are commonly seen in patients undergoing haemodialysis. The total salivary protein, sodium and potassium concentrations are similar to the plasma. Due to increased salivary urea concentration, the salivary pH of these patients is significantly higher than the healthy controls.

**Saliva tests for Forensic study:** In saliva tests for forensic studies, samples can be obtained from drinking glasses, cigarette butts, envelopes and other sources are used to detect blood-group substances or salivary genetic proteins (primarily proline-rich protein polymorphisms). In the saliva of approximately 85% of individuals, blood-group antigens including A, B, H, and Lewis antigens are secreted and they have been used for identification of individuals in both criminal cases and paternity law suits. With the widespread use of DNA testing, samples of DNA taken from the buccal surface with an oral swab can be easily obtained by untrained individuals without the need for a phlebotomist.

**Salivary biomarkers in Psychological research:** In psychological and behavioural studies, the salivary biomarkers like salivary amylase, cortisol, substance P, lysozyme and secretory IgA are found to alter in the subjects due to induction of stress or pain during blood withdrawal. Salivary testosterone levels have been associated with increased aggressive behaviour and also with athletic activities.

**Saliva as a preterm labour predictor:** The oestriol to progesterone ratio may be used to predict preterm labour. This oestriol to progesterone ratio is greater than one for the preterm labour with intact membranes and it is less than one for the preterm labour after prolonged rupture of membrane. It appears that preterm labour without prior rupture of the membrane is like term labour, preceded by a raise in the saliva oestriol to progesterone ratio.

**Tobacco exposure assessed by salivary nicotine levels:** Tobacco usage or exposure (via “passive” or “second-hand” smoke) is now routinely measured by quantization of levels of salivary nicotine that have similar clearance and half-life values as plasma. Salivary nicotine levels were found to be indicative of active and passive smoking and
are considered to be the most reliable markers of cigarette smoking.\[59\] An adequate intake may help smokers to avoid cigarette smoke induced oxidative damage and to prevent degenerative diseases. The loss of activity of salivary enzymes with antioxidant actions due to smoking can be considered as one of the mechanisms by which the toxic effects of cigarette smoking initiate oral inflammatory diseases promote precancerous transformations and destroy the oral cavity homeostasis.\[60, 61, 62\]

### Table 1: Salivary Components and Their Functions in the Oral Cavity \[1\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Salivary Components</th>
<th>Mode of Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lubrication</td>
<td>Mucins, proline-rich proteins, water</td>
<td>Through the provision of a lubricous film, lubricating the hard and soft oral surfaces [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffering action</td>
<td>Bicarbonate ions, phosphate ions and proteins</td>
<td>Regulates pH in the oral cavity [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavage/Cleansing</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Removes food debris and micro-organisms thereby maintaining oral hygiene [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucosal integrity</td>
<td>Mucins, electrolytes, water</td>
<td>Binds to the bacteria and prevents bacterial adhesion to tooth enamel [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibacterial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiviral</td>
<td>Mucins, Immunoglobulins, cystatins, Human odefensin (HNP-1)</td>
<td>Modifies bacteria’s metabolism and its ability to adhere to the tooth surface. In particular, the enzyme lysozyme prevents over growth of oral microbial populations by bacterial lysis [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-fungal</td>
<td>Immunoglobulins, mucins, histatins, (HNP-1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-bacterial</td>
<td>Mucins, histatins, cystatins, (HNP-1), lactoferrin,, Agglutinin, lysozyme, lacto peroxidase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remineralisation</td>
<td>Calcium, phosphate, statherin, anionic proline rich proteins</td>
<td>Formation of plaquethrough its super saturation [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste and digestion of carbohydrates</td>
<td>Water, gustins, amylace, lipase, protease, mucins, ribonuclease</td>
<td>Break down of carbohydrates into sugars, digestion of fats, proteins and starches [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth factor</td>
<td>Epidermal growth factor (EGF), Fibroblast growth factor (FGF), Nerve growth factor (NGF)</td>
<td>Acts by binding with high affinity to EGF receptor on the cell surface and stimulates the intrinsic protein-tyrosine kinase activity of the receptor [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory mediators</td>
<td>Interleukins (IL), Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)</td>
<td>Enhances the action of chemical carcinogens which results in proliferation of mutated cells and further accumulation of genetic damage [3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table explains about the various components present in saliva with their functions and associated mode of actions.

### MONITORING OF DRUGS

The use of saliva as a diagnostic medium for the testing of drugs and prescribed medicines is now widespread and replacing the previously used urine. A fundamental prerequisite for this diagnostic application of saliva is a definable relationship between the concentration of a therapeutic drug in blood and that of it in saliva.\[6\] Drug levels in saliva reflect the free, non-protein bound portion in plasma and hence may have a greater therapeutic implication than the total blood levels. The determination of certain drugs in saliva depends on their concentration in the blood, diffusion capacity, lip solubility and molecular size.\[6, 27\] Saliva may be used for monitoring patient compliance with psychiatric medications. Saliva is also useful for the monitoring of anti-asthmatics (Theophylline), anti-epileptics (Carbamazepine, Diazepam, Ethosuximide, Lamotrigine, Topiramate, Phenytoin,Primidone, Valproic acid), anti-aryrhythms/anti-hypertensives (Digoxin, Metoprolol, Procaainamide), anti-microbials (Clarithromycin, Gentamycin, Isoniazid, Ofloxacin,Sulfanilamide), anti-pyretics (Acetaminophen, Antipyrine, Paracetamol), anti-neoplastics (Cisplatin, Methotrexate, Texol,Topotecan),anti-virals (Quinine), lithium sychotropic (Lithium,Amitriptylone) and miscellaneous (Nicotine, Ethanol, Caffeine, Tolbutamide, Quinine) classes of drugs.\[19\]

Of particular interest is the use of saliva for the evaluation of illicit drugs (Amphetamine, Barbiturates, Benzodiazepines, Opioids, Cocaine, and Phencyclidine). The presence of illicit drugs, and not their concentration, is usually sufficient for forensic purposes.\[63\]

### HORMONE MONITORING

Saliva can be analyzed as part of the evaluation of endocrine function. The factors that affect drug availability in saliva are same as that for salivary hormones. The majority of hormones enter saliva by passive diffusion across the acinar cells.\[3\] Salivary levels of various hormones like cortisol, aldosterone, testosterone and insulin demonstrated
excellent correlation with that of their respective serum levels. Salivary cortisol levels were found to be useful in identifying patients with Cushing’s syndrome and Addison's disease, and also for monitoring the hormone response to physical exercise and the effect of acceleration stress. Increased aldosterone levels were found in both the serum and saliva of patients with primary aldosteronism (Conn's syndrome). Monitoring salivary testosterone levels may be useful to assess testicular function and behavioural studies of aggression, depression, abuse, and violent and antisocial behaviour. Salivary progesterone levels can be useful for the prediction of ovulation and evaluation of ovarian function. Salivary oestriol levels are useful for the assessment of feto-placental function and salivary steroid levels are used for the assessment of ovarian function during in vitro-fertilization.

In general, serum and salivary levels of protein hormones are not well-correlated, as these hormones are too large to reach saliva by means of passive diffusion or by ultrafiltration. Therefore, serum levels of protein hormones such as gonadotrophins, prolactin and thyrotropin cannot be accurately monitored by means of salivary analysis.

**DIAGNOSTIC MOLECULAR TARGETS IN SALIVA**

**The Salivary Proteome:**

The proteome is the protein complement of the genome, and proteomics is analysis of the portion of the genome that is expressed. Comprehensive analysis and identification of the proteomic content in human saliva is the first step toward discovering novel saliva biomolecules associated with human health and disease status. Furthermore it is envisioned that the human salivary proteome (HSP) will be a resource to help elucidate disease pathogenesis and evaluate the influence of medications on the structure, composition and secretion of all salivary secretory constituents.

To fully utilize the diagnostic potential of saliva, one needs to comprehensively decipher and catalogue the informative components. In general, a ‘divide and conquer’ bottom-up strategy is used. The proteins from whole or ductal saliva (parotid and Submandibular (SM)/ Sublingual (SL)) are initially fractionated with a variety of separation techniques including reversed-phase liquid chromatography (LC), strong cation exchange (SCX) LC, gel filtration LC, Zoom isoelectric focusing (Zoom IEF), and ultra-filtration. Further, the collected protein fractions are digested with a proteolytic enzyme, e.g. trypsin, and then analyzed with 1-D or 2-D LC-Mass Spectroscopy (MS)/MS. Finally, the acquired MS data are processed and submitted for database searching using Mascot database search engine. The salivary proteome knowledge base (http://www.skb.ucla.edu) is the first database in the world that centralizes proteomic data, annotates identified saliva proteins and is accessible to the general public.

The protein catalogue thus obtained will be compared with that of a diseased population to reveal diagnostic signatures that can discriminate between normal and diseased individuals. Translational discoveries are made into the salivary proteome for oral cancer and Sjogren’s syndrome patients.

Comparative analysis of HSP and human plasma proteome (HPP) suggests that extra-cellular proteins are predominant in HSP and have significant binding and structural molecular activities, whereas the membrane proteins are predominant in HPP and show significant activities of nucleotide/nucleic acid binding. In terms of ‘biological processes’, a significant percentage of serum proteins are involved in cell cycle or signal transduction whereas that of the saliva proteins are involved in physiological or response-to-stimulus processes.

Salivary proteomic biomarkers like Immunoglobulins, Acid phosphatase, Alkaline phosphatase, Aspartate amino transferase, Amino peptidases, β-galactosidase, β-glucuronidase, CRP, α-glucosidase, Histidin, Mucins, Calprotectin, Cathespin B, CD14, Cystatins, Elastase, Epidermal growth factor, Estrase, Fibronectin, Gelatinase, Kallikrein, Peroxidase, Kininase, Lactoferrin/Lactotransferrin, Lactate dehydrogenase, Lysozyme, (Matrix Metalloproteinase) MMP1,MMP2, MMP3, MMP8, MMP9, MMP13, Myeloperoxidase, Osteocalcin, Osteonectin, Osteopontinare used for the diagnosis of various pathological conditions.

**The Salivary Transcriptome:**

In addition to salivary proteome, the salivary transcriptome was discovered in 2004 (RNA molecules) that are unusually stable in saliva. They included mRNA molecules that cells use to
convey the instructions carried by DNA for subsequent protein production.\textsuperscript{[79]}

A serendipitous discovery was made recently that discriminatory and diagnostic human mRNAs are present in saliva of normal and diseased individuals. The normal salivary transcriptome was found to contain \textasciitilde 3000 mRNAs. Of these, 180 are common between different normal subjects, constituting the normal salivary transcriptome core (NSTC).

As a bio-marker, RNA is as robust and as informative as any other analyte. The Early Disease Research Network (EDRN), an entity within the National Cancer Institute (NCI) has just completed an independent validation study of the oral RNA biomarkers for oral cancer detection. This validation study explicitly demonstrates the presence of RNA in saliva as well as its clinical translational potential for oral cancer detection.\textsuperscript{[76]}

At present, the microarray technology is the main strategy for identification of salivary transcriptomic biomarkers. Although it has been demonstrated that the 3′-based array employing poly-dT priming and two rounds of \textit{in vitro} transcription (IVT) amplification works well for profiling salivary transcripts, some pitfalls still need to be overcome. For instance, as approximately 50% of salivary RNA molecules are fragmented, they do not carry the poly-A tail which is required for protection against degradation and hence much information is lost.\textsuperscript{[79]} In addition the RNA molecules are further lost, due to the shortening of the fragments by the random priming approach. To address these issues, a significant improvement to saliva transcriptomic screening was recently made using an emerging 3′-poly(A)-independent amplification technology to recover all salivary RNA fragments (Express Art Trinucleotide mRNA Amplification Kit), followed by profiling all fragments on the Affymetrix All Exons Array (AEA) platform. This novel approach allows investigation of the salivary transcriptome at a higher resolution level \textit{via} detection of individual exons and hence increases the opportunities to discriminate disease markers.\textsuperscript{[80]}

Thus the salivary transcriptome offers the combined advantages of high-throughput marker discovery in a non-invasive bio fluid with very high patient compliance. RNA signatures have been identified for head and neck cancer, and work was being carried out on major human systemic diseases.\textsuperscript{[76]}

**Diagnostic Panels:**

The sensitivity and specificity for obtaining accurate diagnostic information is increased by the combined use of biomarkers. An example of this comes from studies where diagnostic thresholds were established using elevated salivary levels of MMP-8 and IL-1β. Individually, these biomarkers are significantly associated with increased risk for periodontal disease. However, their use in combination demonstrates that the risk for periodontal disease is much greater when elevated salivary levels of MMP-8 and IL-1β are greater than two standard deviations above the mean of healthy control values.\textsuperscript{[81]}

**NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR MEASURING SALIVARY BIOMARKERS**

The current trend of using portable instrumentation to complete medical tests have tremendous advances that make use of the advantages of miniaturization, mediated by smaller sample and reagent volumes resulting in more cost-effective assays that can be operated with less technological constraints, making them suitable as a high-throughput biomarker validation tool. When fully developed into a functional system, these features have the potential that lead to significant reductions in the time needed for accurate biomarker testing for the diagnosis and subsequent treatment of a variety of diseases.\textsuperscript{[82]}

Over the past decade, the research team has sustained efforts that combine and adapt the tools of nanomaterials and microelectronics for the practical implementation of miniaturized sensors, suitable for a variety of important applications. Here, two types of systems have been created. The first is based on a micro bead array, wherein micro-pits within a silicon wafer are colonized with a variety of chemically sensitized bead 'micro reactors'. The Nano-Biochip technology differs from traditional circuits in that it processes fluids so as to provide a digital fingerprint that can be correlated with the local chemical environment, detecting pH, electrolytes, metal cation, sugars, toxins, proteins and antibodies.\textsuperscript{[4, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87]}

Based on this technology, a second class of miniaturized sensor system was developed that contains beads within etchings of stainless steel plates and utilizes a membrane capture element integrated into a fluidics structure.\textsuperscript{[83, 88, 89]} It has several applications like servicing cell, spore and bacteria separation and biomarker identification.\textsuperscript{[90]} Importantly, these miniaturized sensor systems were later found to be suitable for use as subcomponents of highly functional...
detection systems for the analysis of complex fluid samples, such as saliva.\cite{85, 86, 88, 89, 91, 92, 93, 94}

Their efforts have finally led to the development of a Point of care (POC) device that contains a modular and miniaturized sensor system, universal analyzer with functional integrated mechanical/optical interfaces, and flexible microchip architecture that can service the future needs of clinicians and the research communities. In this POC device, saliva (100–300 µL) is placed into the salivary collection/delivery module, and then delivered into the Nano-Biochip where complex fluorescent immunoassays are performed. Here, a network of fluidic components ensures the complete transfer and process of saliva samples to the multiplex bead array to provide quantitative information of target biomarkers of disease. A small quantity of sample is sufficient and is directly introduced into the sample introduction port. Detection reagents are stored dry on a conjugate pad embedded within the biochip, and is reconstituted as needed, through the release of a pre packed buffer contained in biochip-integrated pouches. All processing steps are conducted within the micro fluidic network of the biochip via actuation inside the analyzer without human intervention. As these features eliminate the need for external fluidics, such as pumps, tubing and connectors this system has the potential to reduce cost and reduce the risk for leaks and contamination. The assay is processed entirely through a 5–15 min sequence that is programmed in the main controller board. The flexibility of the control software allows for modifications to be made through an assay-builder interface. Control over the flow rate, incubation time and reagent wash, is achieved by the actuation of stepping motors that direct the fluid flow through the depression of the fluid pouches. The sample is directed to an on-chip waste reservoir, which provides a safe containment of bio hazardous fluids. The entire biochip can be discarded as solid waste after the assay, facilitating biohazard waste management. Together, these essential features serve to facilitate the transition from chips-in-a-laboratory to a lab-on-a-chip, and offer significant opportunities for POC technology needs. To date, this system has proven versatile and useful for diagnostic applications involving a variety of bodily fluids in which the analytes concentration may be extremely low.\cite{4, 89}

As miniaturization of the technology advances, it may become possible to attach a tiny device to a patients tooth, allowing personalized monitoring of medication levels and the detection of biomarkers for specific disease states.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Unreliable sensitivity in diagnostic technologies, absence of complete knowledge of correlation between biomolecules in blood with saliva and circadian variations in biomolecules restrict us from understanding saliva biology and hinder the emergence of saliva as an important diagnostic fluid. Despite such limitations, US Food and Drug Administration permitted four companies to market saliva tests to determine levels of oestrogen, alcohol and illicit drugs and to detect levels of antibodies to HIV.\cite{95} Saliva test for antibodies to HIV has sensitivity and specificity on par with blood test makes it the best developed saliva-based diagnostic tools which is confirmed by several previous studies and is employed as an inexpensive screening tool to evaluate the suitability of a person to acquire life insurance. This has also lead several internet entrepreneurs to offer saliva-based home testing kits for cholesterol, prostate-specific antigen, and many other hormones as a response to increased market demands, public awareness and acceptance owing to its simplicity. Salivary test for antibodies to Hepatitis A and B and to measles, rubella and mumps are expected to be marketed soon. And also Medic Group USA, promised to bring saliva test for markers of breast cancer soon. All these marketed kits assist in progress of its establishment as a reliable, specific, sensitive and an inexpensive diagnostic tool. Complete knowledge of saliva composition will widen its scope in detecting other ailments as well.

CONCLUSION

Saliva is an important body fluid for detecting the physiological and pathological conditions of the human body. Given the ease with which saliva can be collected in non-laboratory settings, it is an ideal medium for use in the field to monitor drug use or to screen for various diseases. Analysis of saliva can offer a cost-effective approach for the screening of large populations, and may represent an alternative for patients in whom blood drawing is difficult, or when compliance is a problem. Although the most commonly used laboratory diagnostic procedures involve the analysis of the cellular and chemical constituents of blood, saliva is making strong inroads into the field of diagnostic medicine, as it has proven to be a useful medium for the measurement of a wide
range of hormones, pharmaceuticals and antibodies. However, before replacing a more conventional diagnostic test with that of the saliva, its diagnostic value has to be compared with an established disease diagnostic method and its usefulness has to be determined in terms of sensitivity, specificity and reproducibility.
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